Talking Clock/Calendar-
The Time Logging System That Speaks Your Language

Time Logging...the sensible way
- Natural sounding voice
- User selectable for 12 or 24 hour format, seconds, month and day, year, and more

Each TCC-14 Clock provides an economical time and date source that can be used with up to 50 recorders

TCC-14

The audible time source for your Omnicron VLR-1CT, VLR-4CT, and VLR-8CT recorders that

- documents time and date for every moment of each recording
- keeps quartz crystal accuracy
- corrects automatically for leap years
- operates on low-power AC or DC
- prevents loss of time during power failures with built-in battery backup
- powers all functions during power outages with an optional rechargeable battery
- verbally confirms each time-setting step using built-in speaker